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In this article we study properties of solitary auto-waves in nonlinear fractional reaction–
diffusion systems. As an example, the generalised FitzHugh–Nagumo model with time-
fractional derivatives is considered. By a linear stability analysis and computer simulation
it is shown that the order of the fractional derivative can substantially change the proper-
ties of solitary auto-waves and signiﬁcantly enrich nonlinear system dynamics. The main
properties of solitary travelling wave solutions, including the shape of the waves, the
domain of their existence, as well as the parameters of their propagation in fractional reac-
tion–diffusion systems, are investigated.
 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
For several decades, dynamical systems with fractional derivatives have been used extensively in modelling processes
and phenomena in wide classes of complex media with hereditary, fractal and non-markovian properties [1–7]. Due to a
rapid growth of applications of fractional differential equations we now have to increasingly deal with nonlinear fractional
dynamical systems [5–11], which have also a great theoretical interest [12–15]. Such systems essentially enlarge the family
of classical dynamical systems and actually leads to the formation of the new scientiﬁc research ﬁeld – fractional dynamics
[8,9].
Between nonlinear fractional systems an growing interest has been observed in study of fractional reaction–diffusion
systems (RDS), which can demonstrate very complex nonlinear dynamics [16–22]. It was shown that reaction–diffusion
systems with the fractional derivatives can exhibit new types of solutions that are not possible to ﬁnd in classical RDS with
integer derivatives [23,24]. Moreover, it was revealed that in fractional RDS (FRDS) even a new type of bifurcation of spatially
homogeneous solutions can take place [25].
At this time, for nonlinear time-fractional activator-inhibitor RDS through linear stability analysis and numerical simu-
lations, a Turing pattern formation was studied. In other words, the spatially nonhomogeneous solutions, which spontane-
ously arise in FRDS as a result an instability of spatially homogeneous states of the system, were investigated [26]. In this
case, the system can demonstrate amazing nonlinear steady dynamics called self-organisation [27]. For FRDS it was shownreet 3 B,
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spatially homogeneous [23] as well as nonhomogeneous [28] steady solutions and lead to new types of nonlinear dynamics.
It is also well known that in nonlinear dissipative systems with integer derivatives a set of solitary nonlinear solutions can
take place. Such localised spatially nonhomogeneous solutions appear at the conditions of subcritical bifurcation and can
coexist with the homogeneous ones. For classical RDS, they have been studied for many years and called by different names:
auto-waves [29], autosolitons [30], dissipative solitons [31]. For fractional RDS, the investigation of solitary nonlinear auto-
waves remains an open problem.
In the present article, we investigate the properties of such auto-wave solutions in a time-fractional basis RDS with posi-
tive and negative feedbacks. The solitary auto-waves in a standard RDS of such type can be stable, travelling or oscillating
[30–32]. For our investigations we have selected the most interesting case – the travelling wave, since time-fractional deriv-
atives primarily affect system dynamics. In a classical RDS, the parameters of the travelling auto-waves (length, amplitude,
shape and velocity) are determined by local parameters of the media, as well as the diffusion length. In FRDS we have a new
system parameter – the order of the fractional derivative which can qualitatively change the regions of existence, as well as
other basic characteristics of the travelling waves. As an example, the generalised FitzHugh–Nagumo model with time-
fractional derivatives is considered. The purpose of this paper is to analyse a travelling pulse solution in this base mathemat-
ical model and to establish the main characteristic features of solitary travelling auto-waves in fractional RDS of the general
type. In this article it is shown that a variation of order of the fractional derivative in FRDS may qualitatively and quantita-
tively change the conditions for formation and the main characteristics of running auto-waves in comparison with their
analogues in systems with integer derivatives. We have demonstrated and explained these new properties of the solitary
auto-wave solutions by a linear stability analysis as well as numerical simulation.
2. Mathematical model
Let us consider the following system – called FitzHugh–Nagumo (FHN) model – that describes the propagation of the
pulse in a neuronal network [29,30,39]:su
@u
@t
¼ l2 @
2u
@x2
þWðu; v;AÞ; ð1Þ
sv
@v
@t
¼ Qðu; v;AÞ; ð2Þwhere u ¼ uðx; tÞ is a fast activator variable and v ¼ vðx; tÞ is a slow inhibitor one, su; sv and l are characteristic times and
diffusion length of the system, 0 6 x 6 Lx; Lx is the system length, A is an external parameter. In a classical case, the source
term for the activator variable is nonlinear and it is linear for the inhibitor one [29,30]:Wðu;vÞ ¼ u u3=3 v ; Qðu;v ;AÞ ¼ v þ buþ A: ð3Þ
The corresponding local systemsudu=dt ¼Wðu;v ;AÞ; svdv=dt ¼ Qðu;v ;AÞ ð4Þ
with sources (3) and e ¼ su=sv  1 represents a relaxation one, which can generate a single pulse or relaxation auto-oscil-
lations (Fig. 1(a) and (b)). At such restriction in the distributed system (1), (2) there can exist a solitary auto-wave called the
travelling pulse (Fig. 1(c) and (d)). It should be noted that existence of positive feedback on activator variable @W=@u > 0,
and negative one on inhibitor variable @Q=@v < 0 in the system (1) and (2) require a special form of nonlinearities: the
source termW which corresponds to the activator variable must be non-monotonous, and the second term Q can be monot-
onous (Fig. 1(a)). In this case, the considered sources (3) are typical for a wide class of activator-inhibitor systems [29–31].
The starting point of our consideration here is the generalised FHN model with time-fractional derivatives expressed, for
convenience, in a time non-dimensional form (e ¼ su=sv)e
@au
@ta
¼ l2 @
2u
@x2
þWðu; v;AÞ; ð5Þ
@av
@ta
¼ Qðu; v;AÞ: ð6ÞThe fractional-order time derivatives @au=@ta; @av=@ta on the left hand side of equations (5) and (6) are the Caputo frac-
tional derivatives [33–35]da
dta
f ðtÞ ¼ 1
Cðm aÞ
Z t
0
f ðmÞðsÞ
ðt  sÞaþ1m
ds; ð7Þwhere m 1 < a < m; m ¼ 1;2. In this paper we prefer using the original simple Caputo’s notation [33,34] for fractional
derivatives instead of more rigorous notation C0D
a
t f ðtÞ.
Fig. 1. View of the phase space – (a) and dynamics of variable u – (b) for the system (4) with sources (3). Spatio-temporal dynamics of running pulse for
distributed FHN system (1) and (2) with sources (3) – (c) and (d). The results of computer simulation at the parameters s1 ¼ 0:01; s2 ¼ 1; l2 ¼ 0:05,
b ¼ 1:4; A ¼ 1:0.
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erties of these solutions depend on the order of the fractional derivative. Even the linear analysis demonstrates that frac-
tional order can change stability of the stationary solutions, and instead of stationary ones in the system can appear limit
cycle or even more complex solutions [23,24]. In nonlinear system dynamics such solutions represent periodic in space
stationary and transient distributions of variables uðx; tÞ and vðx; tÞ, solitary intrinsic states, running waves, etc., which
are often observed as highly nonequilibrium regions in slightly nonequilibrium systems [29,30]. In the present article we
investigate how travelling intrinsic states change their properties depending on the index of the fractional derivative in
generalised system (5) and (6).
3. Linear stability analysis
In activator-inhibitor systems, solitary auto-wave solutions exist in some parameter area in the neighbourhood of the
instability region [30]. Therefore let us ﬁrst determine the conditions wherein the system is stable but it is close to the insta-
bility region. For this purpose the system (5) and (6) should be linearisedsu
@aduðx; tÞ
@ta
¼ l2 @
2duðx; tÞ
@x2
þW 0uduðx; tÞ þW 0vdvðx; tÞ; ð8Þ
sv
@advðx; tÞ
@ta
¼ Q 0uduðx; tÞ þ Q 0vdvðx; tÞ ð9Þwith respect to spatially homogeneous and stationary solutions, which can be obtained from the algebraic systemWðu; v;AÞ ¼ 0; Qðu; v;AÞ ¼ 0 ð10Þ
(intersection point of two null-clines (Figs. 1 and 3)) and realised at periodic or neutral boundary conditions. The linearised
system (8) and (9) allows to determine the spectrum of small perturbations duðx; tÞ; dvðx; tÞ and to estimate the asymptotic
behaviour of the solution for great values of t.
Using the formula for the Fourier transform of fractional derivative [4,35] for small perturbations
duðx; tÞ  expðikxÞ; dvðx; tÞ  expðikxÞ we obtain linear system of algebraic equations relative to Fourier transform of these
perturbations, which has nontrivial solution when its determinant is equal to zero. The characteristic equation is quadratic
polynomial relative to the power a leading to the next two roots:ðixÞa ¼ cðkÞ  ix0ðkÞ; ð11Þ
where cðkÞ ¼ trFðkÞ=2; x0ðkÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
det FðkÞ  tr2FðkÞ=4
q
Þ. Here the linearised right-hand side of the system (8) and (9) is given
by the matrix
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a21=sv a22=sv
 
ð12Þwith a11ðkÞ ¼ a11  k2l2; a11 ¼W 0u; a12 ¼W 0v ; a21 ¼ Q 0u; a22 ¼ Q 0v (all derivatives are taken at homogeneous equilibrium
state ðu;vÞ: Wðu;vÞ ¼ Qðu;vÞ ¼ 0), k ¼ pj=Lx; j ¼ 1;2; . . ..
In a standard RDS (a ¼ 1) we obtain that for k ¼ 0 at conditions
trFð0Þ > 0; det Fð0Þ > 0; ð13Þthe equilibrium point, which corresponds to the null-cline intersection, is unstable and the system possesses a limit cycle
due to realisation of Hopf bifurcation. For conditionstrFð0Þ < 0; det Fð0Þ > 0; ð14Þ
the equilibrium point of the system corresponds to a stable focus or a node. In this case at jtrFðkÞj  1, the linearised
dynamical system for amplitudes of the plane waves can be presented by the following differential equation€q _q  trFðkÞ þ q  det FðkÞ ¼ 0; ð15Þ
which describes a damping oscillator with damping factor trFðkÞ=2 and oscillatory frequency of about x0 ¼ ðdetFÞ1=2. In fact,
the solution of the equation has the formq ¼ qþ expðixþ tÞ þ q expðix tÞ: ð16ÞSo, any perturbation in the stable region trFðkÞ < 0 will decay with time 2=jtrFðkÞj and oscillate with a frequencyx0 ¼ ðdetFð0Þ  k2l2a22=susv  ðtrFð0Þ  k2l2=suÞ
2
=4Þ
1=2
: ð17ÞAnalysing this term we can conclude that x0 depends on k and reaches the maximum valuexmax0 ¼ det Fð0Þ  a11a22 =susv½ 1=2 ð18Þ
atk20 ¼
su
l2
ðtrFð0Þ  2a22=svÞ: ð19ÞIn this case, for a standard system with integer derivatives, the group velocity of the small perturbations in the form of
plane waves are the followingVg ¼ dx0ðkÞdk : ð20ÞFor fractional RDS the situation differs. First of all, the conditions of the Hopf bifurcation are qualitatively different. The insta-
bility conditions for homogeneous state depend on fractional order of the system and are determined by critical value [26]a0 ¼
ð2=pÞ arctan
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4det F=tr2F  1
q
; trF > 0;
2 ð2=pÞ arctan
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4det F=tr2F  1
q
; trF < 0:
8><
>: ð21ÞAs a result, the stability region of the system signiﬁcantly differs from the one determined by conditions (13) and (14) (for
details, see [26]). It is deﬁned for all values a0 2 ð0;2Þ, and having obtained a value of a0, we can determine other system
parameters, which together with the order of the fractional derivative deﬁne the region, where the homogeneous state
ðu;vÞ is stable and close to the instability point. In this case at sufﬁciently small e < 1 we can expect that in fractional
RDS there can also exist a travelling solitary wave solution.
Using the same considerations as for the standard system, we can obtain the tendency of the group velocity of small per-
turbations in the case of fractional system, too. Formally calculating this velocity for noninteger a we will have following
relationship:cg ’ xðkÞax0ðkÞ
dx0ðkÞ
dk
¼ xðkÞ
ax0ðkÞ Vg ; ð22Þwhere xðkÞ is determined by Eq. (11). Since the coefﬁcient before the standard group velocity is inversely proportional to a,
we can expect the that group velocity cg will increase with decreasing a. From this expression in the same way we can also
determine the tendency for the velocity of travelling pulses in generalised fractional FHN model. The aim of our investiga-
tions is to ﬁnd such nonlinear travelling solutions in fractional RDS, and to verify the results of the linear theory by computer
simulation.
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In this section we would like to demonstrate how the fractional derivative order in a generalised FHN system changes the
main characteristics and nonlinear dynamics of the solitary travelling waves in comprising with standard systems. Therefore,
we ﬁrst consider the standard FHN model ða ¼ 1Þ.
4.1. Standard FitzHugh–Nagumo model
Calculation of the coefﬁcients aij of linearised matrix (12) for sources (3): a11 ¼ ð1 u2Þ; a12 ¼ 1; a21 ¼ b; a22 ¼ 1
makes it possible to qualitatively analyse the formation of a running pulse in FHN model and to explicitly obtain the main
dependencies for this analysis. The linear analysis shows that at su=sv > 1 the steady state solution corresponding to any
intersections of null-clines is stable. Formally, the condition trF > 0 is reduced to the inequality W 0u > ðsu=svÞQ 0v , which
in this case has a very simple form 1 u2 > su=sv . The smaller is the ratio of su=sv , the wider is the instability region. At
su=sv ! 0, the instability region for u coincides with the interval between the extremum points (umin;vminÞ ¼ ð1;2=3Þ,
(umax;vmaxÞ ¼ ð1;2=3Þwhere the null clineWðu;vÞ ¼ 0 has its increasing part (Fig. 1(a)). The null-cline Q ¼ 0 intersects these
extremum points at the values of the bifurcation parameter A ¼ 2=3 b and A ¼ 2=3þ b correspondingly.
Here we consider the case when the system has only one (b > 1) stationary state (u;v). If the null-clines intersect them-
selves on the decreasing part of the dependenceWðu;vÞ ¼ 0 and e 1, then the equilibrium point (u;v) is a stable node and
the local system (4) can possess phase trajectory and dynamics presented on Fig. 1(a) and (b). The phase trajectory has an
obvious physical meaning when the disturbed system reaches its equilibrium condition through the propagation over
excited state corresponding to the path along the null-cline with juj > 1. At initial conditions vð0Þ ¼ v and uð0Þ > u1 the
phase point quickly (during time  su) reaches the decreasing part of null-cline W ¼ 0 (Fig. 1(a)). Since for the system this
solution does not correspond to the stationary state, phase point evolves (time  sv ) along the exited state (u > 1) and at
u ¼ 1 it loses the stability and during a time  su jumps to another stable part of the null-cline (u < 1). Eventually, this
trajectory reaches the equilibrium point (u;v). This explanation is qualitatively true also for any fractional systems which
have similar dynamics with small ratio su/sv [8,10,11,24,26].
In the case of the distributed FitzHugh–Nagumo model the travelling wave solution can be represented as (uðn; tÞ, vðn; tÞÞ,
where n ¼ x ct is auto-model variable [30,39]. This solution propagates with a constant velocity c, supporting the shape of
the travelling wave. The velocity c, can be determined as a result of the next problem. It is assumed that the travelling wave
satisﬁes the boundary conditions corresponding to the homogeneous stateðuðn; tÞ;vðn; tÞÞ ¼ ðu; vÞ; n! 1: ð23Þ
In this case the shape of the pulse should correspond to a solution of the system of three ordinary differential equations
[29,39]@uðx; tÞ
@n
¼ P; @P
@n
¼ ðW  cPÞ; @vðx; tÞ
@n
¼ e
c
Wðu;v ;AÞ ð24Þwith the boundary conditionslim
n!1
ðu;vÞ ¼ ð0; u;vÞ: ð25ÞAs a result, the nonlinear solution of the problem (24) and (25) provides the stationary travelling pulse, which corresponds to
a homoclinic orbit of this system, where the velocity parameter c should be determined. In the classical case this problem
can be solved by a singular perturbation technique. For the fractional case the problem is much more complex for analytical
investigations and is investigated here by numerical simulation.
4.2. Numerical schemes and computer algorithms
The FRDS (5) and (6) with the source terms (3) and corresponding initial and boundary conditions was integrated numer-
ically using an implicit difference scheme for the time-fractional derivatives and a centred difference approximation for the
spatial derivatives. The Caputo time-derivatives for 0 < a < 2 were approximated using the Grünwald–Letnikov deﬁnition of
the fractional derivatives [35,8]. The Caputo and the Grünwald–Letnikov fractional derivatives for a function
u 2 Cs½0; s; s ¼ ½a are connected by the relationC
0D
a
t uðsÞ ¼ GL0 Dat uðsÞ 
Xs
i¼0
ðsÞia
Cði aþ 1Þ
@i
@si
uð0þÞ: ð26ÞGrünwald–Letnikov fractional derivative can be approximated on the interval 0; s½ by the ﬁnite sumGL
0 D
a
t uðsÞ 
X½s=Dt
j¼0
cðaÞj uðs jDtÞ;
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for the system of m time-fractional RD equationssj
C@ajwjðx; tÞ
@taj
¼ dj @
2wjðx; tÞ
@x2
þ f jðw1; . . . ;wmÞ; j ¼ 1;m;where sj; dj; f j are parameters and nonlinearities of the FRDS, correspondingly, the numerical scheme can be represented in
the formwkj;i 
djðDtÞaj
sjðDxÞ2
wkj;i1  2wkj;i þwkj;iþ1
 
 ðDtÞ
aj
sj
f jðwk1;i; . . . ;wkm;iÞ ¼ ðDtÞaj
Xs
p¼0
ðkDtÞpaj
Cðp aj þ 1Þ
@p
@tp
w0j;i 
Xk
l¼1
c
ðajÞ
l w
kl
j;i ;where wkj;i 	 wjðxi; tkÞ 	 wjðiDx; kDtÞ; s ¼ ½a, c
ðajÞ
0 ¼ 1; c
ðajÞ
l ¼ c
ðajÞ
l1 1 ð1þ ajÞ=l
 
; l ¼ 1;2; . . . (in our case m ¼ 2; w1 ¼ u;
w2 ¼ v ; f 1 ¼W , f 2 ¼ Q ; a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a). Because the applied numerical scheme is an implicit one, for each time layer it takes
the form of a system of nonlinear algebraic equations that were solved by the Newton–Raphson technique. This approach
makes it possible to get a systemwith a band Jacobian and to use the sweep method for solution of the corresponding system
of linear algebraic equations. The presented scheme demonstrates very good numerical stability behaviour both for different
step sizes of integration and for diverse nonlinearities [16,24,38]. It should be noted that other numerical methods [36–38]
can be used for numerical investigation of nonlinear FRDS, too. The reasons why we decided to employ the numerical meth-
ods presented above were the ﬂexibility of the scheme based on the Grünwald–Letnikov deﬁnition of the fractional
derivative.
For numerical simulation the system (5) and (6) with the source terms (3) is completed with Neumann or periodic bound-
ary conditions which allow coexistence of spatially homogeneous and nonhomogeneous solutions [30]. The pulse was
initiated by disturbance of the local region Lp  Lx, in initial conditions by certain values v ¼ v0 ¼ v; u ¼ u0 > u1,
(Fig. 1(a)). In the rest of the simulation space domain the initial state corresponds to equilibrium point (u; v).
The computer simulation of typical travelling pulse solutions, which form in a classical FNH system at described above
initial and boundary conditions, is presented on Fig. 1(c) and (d). The form of the pulse follows from the local dynamics
(Fig. 1(b)). It can be seen that, similar to local dynamics, the phase trajectory jumps (during the time su  sv ) to the state
on the right-hand part (u > 1) of null-cline W, spends some time  sv there, jumps back, and during time  sv returns to
the equilibrium point. The shape of the solitary wave strongly depends on the null-cline intersection. Analysing the solution,
we obtain that the pulse parameter for width is csv (the duration of the pulse is determined by the greater time scale in the
system sv (sv 
 su)). The walls are determined by the smaller time su and their spatial distribution is  csu. Such type
dissipative structure propagates with a constant speed c and has a ﬁnite duration  sv , when the auto-wave medium is
excited from its homogenous state.
4.3. Fractional FitzHugh–Nagumo model
By computer simulation it was established that solitary travelling auto-waves can be excited also in fractional RDS. More-
over, the existence conditions of such solution, as well as its main characteristics strongly depend on the fractional order of
the system and are different than for the standard FHN model. Let us discuss these differences in detail and analyse how the
fractional derivative index changes the properties of the travelling pulse solution.
The results of numerical investigation of the fractional FHN model for different values e ¼ su=sv and a are presented on
Fig. 2. The plots on this ﬁgure demonstrate that the running pulse can exist in a wide range of system parameters, including
the order of the fractional derivatives (Fig. 2(a) and (b)). We can also see that the fractional derivative index qualitatively
changes the pulse width and relation between the activator and inhibitor variables. For a < 1 the travelling pulse is wider
than for a > 1 (Fig. 2). This trend is of a general nature and will be discussed in next subsection. First, we want to investigate
the dependence of the travelling pulse existence domain on the fractional order of the system.
4.3.1. Travelling pulse existence domains for a generalised FHN model
The matter is that the value of the bifurcation parameter A (location of the homogenous solution (u;v)) and the ratio of
characteristic times e ¼ su=sv of the system also change the travelling pulse width. The closer the homogeneous state is to
the instability region (value of parameter A) the wider the pulse becomes. The smaller is the value of e the narrower the pulse
is. This tendency is presented on Fig. 2. In turn, the same parameters determine the instability domain of the system as well
as the region of the solitary travelling wave existence.
The simple view of nonlinearities (3) allows to determine the intersection point of null-clines by the equation
u u3=3 buþ A ¼ 0: In this case, the values of external parameters A; b determine the value of u and this makes it possible
to consider the variable u as the main parameter for the system analysis and on the basis of formula (21) to build the insta-
bility domain for any relation between system parameters. The instability domains for the considered fractional system, in
the coordinates (u; lgðsu=svÞ) for different values a at a given value b and possible positions of null-cline intersection are pre-
sented in Fig. 3. For each particular value a in the region between the corresponding curve the system is unstable for homo-
geneous perturbation with the wave-number k ¼ 0, and on the outside - it is stable. The curve corresponding to a ¼ 1 is
denoted by thicker solid lines. Solid red dots represent the critical values of the homogeneous state (u;v) for corresponding
Fig. 2. Distribution of activator variable u (red) and inhibitor variable v (blue) in a steady travelling pulse for e ¼ 0:01 – (a and b) and e ¼ 0:1 – (c and d). The
pulse shape for a ¼ 0:5 (solid lines), a ¼ 0:75 (dashed lines) – (a), a ¼ 1:5 (solid lines), a ¼ 1:25 (dashed lines) – (b) at l2 ¼ 0:025; b ¼ 1:01, A ¼ 1:2. The
evolution of the travelling pulse shape at the change of parameter A : Amin ¼ 0:2 (solid lines), Amax ¼ 0:4 (dashed lines) for a ¼ 0:75 < 1 – (c), Amin ¼ 0:6 (solid
lines), Amax ¼ 0:7 - (dashed lines) for a ¼ 1:25 > 1 – (d). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
Fig. 3. Instability domains in coordinates ðu; lgðsu=sv ÞÞ for different values a and the null-clines positions for different values of bifurcation parameter A.
Results of computer simulation of the system (5) and (6) with sources (3) at a changing from 0:25 to 1:75 with step 0:25. The other parameters are
b ¼ 1:01; A1 ¼ 1:25; A2 ¼ 0:2.
384 B. Datsko et al. / Commun Nonlinear Sci Numer Simulat 23 (2015) 378–387values a ¼ 0:5;0:75;1:0;1:25;1:5 and su=sv ¼ 0:2. The light blue and red areas designate the existence domains of the run-
ning pulse for a ¼ 0:75 and a ¼ 1:25 correspondingly. The dashed green line corresponds to the boundary of the domain of
the running pulse existence for a standard FHN model (a ¼ 1).
In general, for any value e ¼ su=sv the interval (umin;umax) (correspondingly (Amin;Amax)), on which a travelling pulse exists,
increases as the fractional derivative index a becomes smaller (these values for e ¼ 0:002 are denoted by solid blue dots). It is
worth noting that the stable solitary wave solutions in FRDS can exist even in the region where null-clines intersect on the
increasing part ofW ¼ 0 (Figs. 2(a) and 3). It is not surprising since in contrast to the standard systems the fractional ones for
a < 1 become stable in the region where dv=du ¼ W 0u=W 0v > 0 [26]. For a > 1 the region of existence of solitary travelling
waves also changes but becomes smaller. There are two main explanations for this fact. First of all, the instability region for
a > 1 becomes more extended and the homogeneous state can be unstable even for juj > 1 [25,26]. This means that the run-
ning pulse exists only for juj > jucj, which at a certain ratio between a and e can be signiﬁcantly greater than unity (Fig. 3). On
the other hand, increasing a or A makes the pulse narrower and at certain ratio between these parameters (for example, in
our simulations at a > 1:25 and A > 1:4) it completely vanishes.
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value e (for example at value e ¼ 0:25) the pulse cannot be generated for any a. This actually establishes certain nonlinear
relationship between a and e (Figs. 2(c) and (d) and 3). It should be also noted that in FRDS for a small parameter
e ¼ su=sv  1 and 0 < a < 1 the existence regions are practically the same for any a. At 1 < a < 2 this interval is smaller
than for 0 < a < 1 because approaching the intersection point of null-clines to the instability region can lead to more com-
plex dynamics, which is connected with the pulse shape and will be described below. This means that at e 1 the fractional
derivative index practically does not inﬂuence the stability of FRDS. The fractional derivative index begins to change substan-
tially the instability domain as well as the domain of the travelling pulse existence for intermediate values of e ¼ su=sv ’ 0:1,
i.e. when values e and a become commensurate.
So, the domain of existing stable travelling pulses monotonously changes with the fractional derivative order at given
parameters A and e: for a < 1 this domain is the greatest, the standard system (a ¼ 1) occupies the intermediate position,
and for a > 1 this domain is the smallest.
4.3.2. Static and dynamic properties of the travelling pulse in the generalised FHN model
The plots presented in ﬁgures demonstrate that the shape of the travelling pulse varies depending on all the system
parameters su; sv ; b; A; l, as well as the order of the derivative index. The competition between these system parameters
determines the form of the travelling pulse and its velocity. Nevertheless, the main characteristics for the pulse are its veloc-
ity and width. These characteristics are deﬁned primarily by parameters e and a, which determine characteristic times of the
system. The greater is the value of e < 1 the narrower is the pulse (Fig. 4(a) and (b)). On the other hand, the smaller is a the
wider is the pulse. The conclusion which can be drown from computer simulation is that the fractional order is dominant and
for bigger values a the pulse has more contrast walls and is narrower. The smaller is value a the wider is the travelling pulse
and with smoother walls. The standard system has parameters which are intermediate among the pulses with a < 1 and
a > 1 (black lines on Figs. 4 and 5).
In Fig. 5(a) the positions of the sequence of pulses generated for different a for the same moment of time are presented.
We can see that the speed of the pulse with the smallest index a is the highest and for the greatest a it is the smallest. This
plot also demonstrates the change of the shape of the pulse by each value of a. The variation in the speed with the fractional
index a can be explained by analysing the group velocity of the travelling pulse. The matter is that these pulses exist in the
stable region and the dispersion relation of the stable perturbation can be obtained from (20). In our case for any a for
trFðkÞ  0 we have the following dependenceFig. 4.
e ¼ 0:02cg  Vg=a: ð27Þ
The group velocity is a function of the fractional index a. As a result, with decreasing a pulses increase and with increasing a
pulses decrease their speed, that’s what we see in the computer simulation experiments (Fig. 5). By this formula we can also
estimate the inﬂuence of other system parameters on pulse velocity. Fig. 5(b) makes it possible to understand the system
dynamics depending on the diffusion length l, which mainly determines the curvature of the front for travelling pulse. It
is known that in standard RDS a speed of pulse is connected with the pulse front curvature: the smaller is the curvature
the larger is the speed of the pulse. Numerical results presented in Fig. 5 demonstrate that the change of fractional order
of the system has more signiﬁcant impact on the speed of pulse in comparison with the variation of the diffusion length.
From plots presented in Fig. 5 we can see that a slight change fractional order system leads to a signiﬁcantly greater increase
in pulse velocity than the multiplication of the diffusion length.
The discussed above trends in the shape and velocity dependence are of a general nature and are typical for other basis
FRDS of activator-inhibitor type. By computes experiments it was established that in FRDS of activator-inhibitor type the
stability domain of the travelling pulses is adjacent to the instability region of spatially homogeneous states and solitary
wave solutions can be easier to generate very close to the bifurcation point of the system. This is true for a < 1. In this case
the tail of the pulse is monotonic and it reaches the equilibrium point (u;v) without oscillation (Fig. 2(c)). The more stable isEvolution of pulse shape on dependence from order of fractional derivative a (a1 ¼ 1:25; a2 ¼ 1:0; a3 ¼ 0:75) for e ¼ s1=s2 ¼ 0:05 – (a) and
5 – (b). The other parameters are l2 ¼ 0:025, A ¼ 0:7; b ¼ 1:01.
Fig. 5. Disposition of the travelling pulses (activator variable) at the same moment of time t0 ¼ 3 for variation a from a1 ¼ 1:3 (the most left-hand) to
a7 ¼ 0:7 (the most right-hand) with step 0:1 and l2 ¼ 0:025 – (a). Locations of the pulses for different values a (a1 ¼ 0:8; a2 ¼ 1:0; a3 ¼ 1:2) and
characteristic length l (l21 ¼ 0:05 (solid lines), l22 ¼ 0:0125 (dashed lines)) – (b). The other parameters are e ¼ s1=s2 ¼ 0:05; A ¼ 0:7, b ¼ 1:01.
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increasing part of the null-clines and can lead to more complex system dynamics like spiral waves and circular waves.
For a > 1 at the tail of the running pulse a local maximum appears in activator variable u (Fig. 2(d)). The closer we are to
the instability condition the higher is the amplitude of the tail maximum. If the amplitude of the tail reaches the critical point
uc the variable u locally falls into the instability region. This leads to the formation a new travelling pulse. In this case the
solitary travelling pulse cannot exist close to the bifurcation point. This is the reason why the shadowed red region in
Fig. 3 is separated from the instability region, where no solitary pulses can be generated. It should be noted that such region
exists even for a standard system in which for bifurcation parameter close to the instability condition the pulse has an oscil-
lating tail [40]. In this case the greater is the value of a > 1 the greater is the gap close to the instability points
(umin;vminÞ ¼ ð1;2=3Þ and (umax;vmaxÞ ¼ ð1;2=3Þ where solitary waves do not exist. At the same time, in this gap, a more
complicated transient phenomena can take a place. One of such phenomena was considered in [40] and is known as the
mechanism of stable circular waves formation in two component system. This mechanism is a part of the generation of
the travelling waves by non-monotonous shape of the tail. The pulses can be generated out of the centre to the centre
and can be generated even by impacting the boundary. By increasing a the pulses become narrower and slower. At the same
time, they are more stable and the shape of the pulses is not so sensitive to the pulse formation.
We have investigated also FRDS with inhibitor diffusion. Computer simulations have showed that general activator-
inhibitor FRDS demonstrate the same trend in the solitary auto-wave solution properties. The main difference is that inhib-
itor diffusion term stabilizes the solitary auto-waves. As a result, travelling pulse velocity will slow down and at a certain
value of inhibitor diffusion coefﬁcient travelling pulses transform into stationary dissipative structures. This mean that
for any travelling solution there is a value of the inhibitor diffusion at which travelling pulse existence region vanishes.
At the same time if we have travelling solution for general FRDS their dynamics is similar to the one considered in the article.
5. Conclusion
We have investigated nonlinear auto-wave solutions, which appear in the stability region of the fractional reaction–
diffusion systems and can coexist with spatially homogeneous system states. By linear analysis and numerical simulations
it was shown that in FRDS, especially in fractional FHN system, solitary auto-wave solutions can exist in a wide range of sys-
tem parameters, including the order of the fractional derivatives. It is established that existence domain of travelling pulse
strongly depends on the order of the fractional derivative and qualitatively differs from the existence domain of travelling
pulse for RD systems with integer derivatives. The fractional derivative index a also changes main characteristics of the trav-
elling pulse.
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